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Countable Butler Groups and Vector Spaces 
with Four Distinguished Subspaces 
MANFKEU DUGAS* AND B~KNHAKH THOMC 
0. INTRODUCTION 
All groups in this paper are torsion-free abelian groups and our nota- 
tions are standard as in [Fu]. In the theory of torsion-free abelian groups 
of finite rank, one particular class of groups received an enormous amount 
of attention, namely the pure subgroups of finite rank completely decom- 
posable groups. This class was introduced by M. C. R. Butler in the 
pioneering paper [Bl ] and these groups are commonly called Butler 
groups (of finite rank). (We follow this convention even though M. C. R. 
Butler himself prefers the notation “diagrammatic group,” cf. [B2, p. 2921.) 
More recently, Butler groups of infinite rank were introduced by Bican 
and Salce; see for instance CBS]. An infinite rank torsion-free group G is 
called a Butler group if Bext ‘(G, T) = 0 for all torsion groups T. Here 
Bext’( -, - ) is the subgroup of Gxt( -, - ) of all balanced exact exten- 
sions. We refer to [A3] for a nice survey of Butler groups of infinite rank 
and to [DHR] for more recent results. In this paper we will only deal with 
Butler groups B of at most countable rank. Such groups are characterized 
[A31 by the property that all their pure subgroups of linite rank are Butler 
groups in the classical sense. Our goal is to generalize results in [AV] 
rcprescnting rings as endomorphism rings of Butler groups of finite rank 
and the category isomorphisms between Butler groups and Q-vector spaces 
with distinguished subspaces. i.e., representations of finite posets, cf. 
[Br, B2, A2]. In our first section we show 
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Here K,, denotes the category of K-vector spaces with 11 distinguished 
subspaces for any field K and the morphisms arc linear transformations 
that map the ith subspace into the ith subspace. Theorem 0.1 is not new. 
It is already in [Br]. We just need some information on the subspaces C’,, 
1 < i< 5, in order to apply a little trick as in [AV] to obtain 
CWWLLARV 0.2. Let R hr u countable ring sucA thut tlw dditiw ~IYMJI 
R + of’ R is u Butler group. Then there c.yi.vts u c,ountuhk runk Butler group 
B .sud~ thut End B 2 R (f onl~l R’ is p-reduwrl ,fhr ut kust 5 primes p. 
Moreover, if R ’ is cvmplrtel~~ decomposuhle, then B i.s u pure .suhgroup o/ 
u compktel~~ clecumpo.whle group. 
Note that not all Butler groups of countable rank arc pure subgroups of 
completely decomposable groups as an example in [A31 shows. 
We consider our proof of Theorem 0.1 to be quite natural and 
straightforward since we obtain the V, as images of two complementary 
summands of V under linear maps. The same holds for the proof of the 
next result, a topological version of Theorem 0.1, in which we release the 
countability condition on A : 
THEOREM 0.3. Let A hr u completr Huu.vdo~~j topologid Q-ulgehru ,t,ith 
u countuhk densr subset admitting u ckrtwsing chuin of‘ left-ideuls us CI 
busis of‘ neighborhoods of’ 0. Then thew urc Y ; E Qs, x < 2N”, such thut 
HomU5( I,, Y,)=O ,for a#/1’<2”~~, und EndQ5( f i) lvith thr Jnite top&g!‘ 
is ulgehraicull~~ und topologicall~~ isomorphic~ to A. 
Note that Theorem 0.1 is a consequence of Theorem 0.3 if one chooses 
the discrete topology for A. We choose to prove both results independently 
since the less involved proof of Theorem 0.1 provides guidance for the 
proof of Theorem 0.3. As before we have a 
COROLLARY 0.4. Let R br N cwmplctc Huu.sdotj~’ topologicul ring nhosc 
topolog>~ is indud b!? u decrrusing chain of’ left icleu1.v I,, . n < to, such thut 
R/I,, is a countuble Butler group unti p-rduced,fiw u fi’.wd .crt of’ut lcust 5 
primes 1~. Then there is a rigidftimil~~ B,, ct < 2Ho, of‘ c~ountublt~ rank Butler 
groups .such that End( B,) is ulgebruicull~~ und topologicall~~ isomorphic to R. 
As a consequence we derive the existence of a rigid family of super- 
decomposable countable rank Butler groups. This shows that the class of 
countable Butler groups is “as bad” as the class of all countable torsion- 
free groups with regard to pathological decompositions. 
Let I7 be a finite lattice of types and 2‘ G I7 the set of max-irreducible 
elements of fl and 9,, the class of finite rank Butler groups with typeset 
contained in I7. The class 9,, becomes a category by defining quasi- 
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homomorphisms to be the morphisms. A L-space (over Q) is a finite 
dimensional vector space V over Q together with subspaces V, (a~ Z) of 
li with V, & P’,. whenever Q’ < cr as types. Then c),, and ‘/; are isomorphic 
categories where the morphisms of $I are defined analog to the case of Q,,. 
cf. [Br, B23. We are able to extend this result to the countable rank case 
as follows: 
THEOREM 0.5. Let Il be u countuhle (or ,finite) sublattice of’ the lutticc of 
all t?pe.s such that IT = U, < ,,, l7, is the union of’ an increusing chain of ,ft'nite 
.suhlattice.s uch thut ,fiv the set z‘, of’ ma-x-irreducible elements of II, u,e have 
c, s 2-j + I for all i < w. Let 9[, he the c1u.s.s of‘ countable Butler groups w’ith 
t~~pcset contained in II rclith local quasi-lzomor?7orphi.snls and Y i- the categor>t 
of‘ 2- = I,J I ((,, Z‘,-~puces that ure u union of’ un uscending chain of’ AI,-spuces. 
Tim the cutegories ‘r,,, anti f i ure isomorphic. 
WC derive several consequences of Theorem 0.5. For instance, we show 
that if I7 is the finite lattice of types generated by (T,,, T,, 5?, TV) with 
T() = T, A T, for i #,j, then any group in ‘r,, is locally quasi-isomorphic to a 
direct sum of completely decomposable groups and rank 2 groups. Here we 
define local quasi-homomorphisms to be the quasi-homomorphisms as 
defined in [Fu, Vol. II. p. 1.501 for the infinite rank case. Another conse- 
quence of 0.5 is 
COROLLARY 0.6. Let II he a luttice of' tJpe.s generated hi* four incom- 
puruhle tJ%ppes. Then ,fbr any countuhke reduced torsion~frce Q [Ix]-ulgebru A 
there is u rigid system of‘ 2 UC) man], countable rank Butler groups B ir)ith 
typeset con tuined in Il and A us algebru of’ locul quu.si-tvdomorphisms. 
This result leads us into the direction of our last section, where we use 
the results of the first section together with a variation of results in [GM] 
to show that ,fke primes/subspaces can be reduced to ,fbur primesjsub- 
spaces in the case of (countably) infinite dimensional vector spaces. In what 
follows let K be a field. 
THEOREM 0.7. Let Y .=(V, V,, V,, V,, V,, V,) and f“= (V’, V;, Vi, 
v;, I’;, Vi) be spuce,s in K,. Then there exists a .spuce (X, X, , X2, X,, X4) 
in Kj, dim X = NC,, and sufxpuces P 5 V@ X, V’ c V’ 0 X und subspuces 
v,, v,‘, 1 < i < 4, such that Hom.,( Y-, fY’) = Hom,,( Y ., ‘I “) @ 1. 
This means that “four subspaces suffice” in the case of infinite dimension, 
cf. [GM]. In the proof of 0.7 we borrow heavily from [GM]. Our proof 
of 0.7 is very elementary and-as we hope --easy to understand. Compared 
to [GM] we are able to use several shortcuts since we don’t insist on 
modules over domains and only prove a result that is suited to our applica- 
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tions. Moreover, the spaces YY, Y ” have the property that P’= p, @ v, and 
there is a natural embedding 1 @ I: V, + v7 and a linear transformation ‘Y 
such that V3= B,(l 01) and Vj= V,(l Or). 
Our main application of 0.7 is that our results 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 all 
hold with “five” replaced by “four.” The result is best possible in the sense 
that the algebra of local quasi-endomorphism of a Butler group of infinite 
rank that is p-divisible for all but at most 3 primes may have many idem- 
potents as the remarks after 0.5 shows. Another interesting consequence is 
that in the category K,, i.e.. vector spaces with four distinct subspaces, 
there are superdecomposable objects; i.e., each summand has a non-trivial 
decomposition. These objects are not direct sums of indecomposables. On 
the other hand, each object in K, is a direct sum of spaces of dimension 
one or two. 
I. VECTOR SPACES WITH FIVE DISTINGUISHED SUBSPACES 
First we extend a result in [AV] to the case of countable dimensions 
that is due to S. Brenner [Br]. WC follow the proof in [AV]. 
kMMA I. 1. For ut1~3 cmntuhir Q-uigchtu K thrre urc ,fi’tv kft K-sub- 
nwdul~.s of’ K”“) s~c~h that K is isomorphic~ to the algrhru of Q-rtdo- 
nzorphisms 41’ K ‘xg’ thut lmxv rach of these suhrmdul~s imariunt. 
Proof: Write K”‘l’ = @,.,,, e,K and define a K-bimodule C’ = 
K’““‘@ K”“). Let *: K”“‘@ 0 + 00 K”“’ be the isomorphism given by 
(s. 0)* = (0, s) and let # = * ‘. Define K-endomorphisms x and /I of KcNcl’ 
by fixing their image of a K-basis: 
For all i l tr) let e: = r, + , , and P?, , = c’, and 6~:: =0. Enumerate K as ( y, : 
i E or) so that ;‘o= 1, and let ;s~End~(K”“)) be given by (c,li,):‘=t~,li,j~,. 
Using the endomorphisms 0, 1, Y, /I, and ;‘, we define the following left 
K-submodules of I’: 
(The fact that K, is a left K-module follows using the bimodule structure 
of V.) 
Consider now a Q-endomorphism ,f’ of V that leaves all these K, 
invariant. Using the invariance of K, and K, under ,f; we see that we can 
write ,f’= 130 #p* for some 11, LYE EndJK”“’ ). Since K, is invariant under 
f; 1’ = /L. Any element in K, has the form s + .Y*, and its image under .f’ is 
,,?I’ + .yL.2* Since K, is invariant under ,/; we infer that si + .Y”* = x1 + .P*. 
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This being the case for all .Y E KCN”), we have LYV = IX For k E K and n E cc), 
we write (e,,k)‘= C,.(,, e,k’18t for some v;,, E End,(K). Then C;,, e,k’l “I= 
(e,,k)“= (e,,k)““=C,,,,, e,k“l.,l”, and by comparing coefficients. we find 
that for all i, YI E o, v,,, = I’,, ,,,i + , , and for all n 3 1, I’~~,, = 0. Observing that 
e,,K”@O’ = K, n K,, and therefore is invariant under ,f; we obtain (e,,k)’ = 
c ie<i, (l,k “‘) = eok”‘)o for all k E K, and hence that for all i 3 1, v,~~ = 0. Denote 
\’ oo = \lo, then v,,, = (5,, v. for all i, n G OJ (using the Kronecker &symbol). But 
then (C,t,,,e,k,)p”=C,t,,,e,~~ ,k:“= (~,E,.,~~,k,)‘ti, and thus /j~=~/j. Any 
element in K, has the form .Y + .Y~~;“~* + .?, and its image under ,f’ is 
.y’ + g,,/fv* + p*, 
Since K, is invariant under ./; this latter element is equal to 
.yl’ + ~,e/i* + .u’/‘* and since V/I = /IV, this implies Y 
.\- = c’, for i > 2, ’ we obtain c’, m3(;‘r 
~/k/j = ~y/l~IJ?, By choosing 
] )‘” = ((>,)l”“~’ = @pl’ = ‘,,- 3 1 I’“;‘, , , 
thus (?,)‘I’= I”“;,, for all ie w (case i= 1 since ;‘() = 1). Since the 7, range 
over all of K, this implies that l’. acts as a left-multiplication by the element 
I “‘. and thus that ,f‘ acts as a left-multiplication by 1”’ of K. 1 
Pro@ Fix distinct primes p,, p?, . . . . ps such that the additive group 
Rf of R is p,-reduced. Let X, be the subgroup of Ql,c K generated by 
(l~p~.l~: l<i#j<5, n~tuj, and let B=@,,,,,(.JI’,R’)‘~~)‘I 
@ , 6 ,< 5 K]‘“‘, where KjN”) z K’N”’ = @,t~,,o,K. Since Rx’ ‘is Butler, so is 
X,R+ 2 X,@, R+, and thus B is Butler. Let the maps X, /I. and ;’ be as in 
the proof of Lemma I .1. and define the left K-module homomorphism 4: 
K’N”‘@ K’N”‘++ @ 1 c ,<’ K)*“’ by letting, for all .Y. J‘E KC*“‘, (.Y, ~.*)q$ = 
(.I‘. .Y, .I‘ - .Y. J-XX, 1, L .v(by/j + [I)). Let G = Im ~+4 n B. Then G is a pure 
subgroup of B, and G is a countable Butler group. It suffices to prove that 
left-multiplication by an element of R induces an isomorphism p: 
R + End(G). Since d is a left K-module homomorphism and RB= B, ,u is 
a well-defined ring injection. 
First. we prove that for ,Tc End(G), ,f’= d.74 ’ is a left-multiplication by 
some keK. Let S=(l,)*, a pure subgroup of R’, and for all 1 <J<5, 
X,-n (X,: 1 <i#j<S) =Z[l,ip,].l.. Denote t,=typc(X,‘S). Since 
G <* B, G n B(z,) = G(T,) is a fully invariant subgroup of G. If i#j. then 
forallsEX,R’, r, d type(s); and for all -YE X, R ’ ‘\ (01, X, 4 type(.y)). Thus 
B(r,)= @ {(X,R+)‘““‘: I <i#,j<5). With the left K-modules K, defined 
as in the proof of Lemma 1.1. K,y5= ((x, ~s*)q$n @,srZ,g5 K:‘“): 
X. 1’~ K”“‘). Then QG(z,) = Q(Im 4 n B(z,)) = K,c,~. 
Consider now TE End(G). Then G(r,).Tc G(T,), so that for all j. 
QG(z,)y&QG(t,), that is, K,&‘G K,d. Thus for ,f’=d,T4 ‘, K,,f$z K,d, 
and so K,f’c K,. Now by Lemma 1 .l, ,f’ is a left-multiplication by some 
k E K. 
Left to show is that ke R. Since (0, P~)~~EG(T~), (0, ez) c+!J~= 
k(0, fJ;)q!J = (kr,,, 0, kr,,, ke,,, kc,,) E G(z,) G B, and thus k E X, R n 
X, R n X4 R n X, R. Similarly, k(r,,, O)d E G( r, ) implies that k E X1 R. Using 
‘z.1, = n;x,: 1 < i < 5;, we have X- E n (X,R: 1 < i < 51 = R, as 
desired. 1 
Rrmurk 1.3. Note that for our G in 1.2, we may write G = iJ,lCl,, G,, as 
a union of pure, finite rank subgroups such that for cp E End(G), II < (I), the 
inclusion G,, q s pG implies q E p End(G) for all primes p. 
Proof: For n E (11, denote W,, = oi _ ,, c,,, K/I, and 1; = @ ,,t ,,j W,, 0 
0 II t ,I) W,,. Let *: @,,C,,, W,, @ 0 + 0 0 @ ,,t,,, W,, be the isomorphism 
given by (s, O)* = (0, I), and let # = * ‘. Define K-endomorphisms x and 
fi of @,,,<., W,, by fixing their images on a K-basis: For all 11 E (11 and i > n. 
let ((I,,. , + I, 1” = o,, I ,,, + I, and (P,,,, + I,,)” =O, (e,, + ,,/ + I,)” = (P,,, + I,), and 
(o,,~ + I,)” = 0. Let F,,. I;, be subsets of (11 - i(J). 
ListL“:(O] as (;7,+,:,j~(~~) sothaty,=l,. Fornz<o~andt=O,I.let 
.,I - 6, 1 23,) +I - , 2,,i , , and 
For every n E tr) select a subset S,, of to\,,,n and a regressive function K,,: 
S,, + o\n with unbounded image so that the function ;” with the definition 
((P’(k + I,));,’ = ,,,,,,,,(b:, + li,,,c,,) ; 
if i E S,, 
otherwise 
is a well-defined Q-endormorphism of @,,, ,,, IV,,. Note this is possible 
because K is a topological ring, and that then ;3’ is automatically 
continuous. We can assume that if y,, = 1 h or n even then n 4 S,, and s,,(i) = 
i- 1 for all itzS,,. Moreover S, =(!I- (0, 1 ). 
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Using the endomorphisms 0, 1, c(, /I, and y’, we define the following left 
K-submodules of V: K, = (@,,.,,, W,,)“@“*‘, K, = (@,,.,., W,,)“@*), K, = 
( @,z,,,, PV,z)r’o*‘, K, = (e,,,,,, IV,,)“@“*‘, and KS= (@,,,,,, W,I)‘l@‘pT”p* “*I’, 
and K;=(@,,E,l, W,l)(‘~(~~~‘~i*+/l*)), 
Consider now a Q-endomorphism ,f‘ of V that leaves all these K, 
invariant for 1 <,j 6 4 and maps K, into K;. Using the invariance of K, 
amd K, under ,f we see that we can write ,f = v @ #p* for some 11, ~1 E
End,EL,, W,,). Since K, is invariant under ,f; r = ~1. Any element in K, 
has the form x + x’*, and its image under .f is .Y’ +.I?~‘*. The fact that Kj 
is invariant under ,f implies that XI‘ + xl”* = .Y” +x7”*, and this being the 
case for all x E @ ,i t,,, W,,, we have rr = VC[. 
For convenience, we first consider v = (r ,,.,,, ),,,,,, F ,,, where v,, ,,, : W,,, + W,,, 
and write an element z,2 ,, ~‘,~,(li,,, + I,) of W,, as r,, N‘,,. Also. we denote 
%,I = x r w,,: w,, -+ w,, + I. 
Using that ;(I’ = LK we obtain 
Hence 
For all m, n E (11, LX,,, I’~,,,, + , = 0 and v ,,.,,, x,, = cf,,, “,I + I. 17, + I (1) 
Since ‘xol is surjective, the first statement of (1) implies that for all m E o, 
Y,,,,,~, 1 = 0. Because K, n K, = ker(p)” @O*‘= K, n K; is invariant under ,f; 
W,, is invariant under I’. Therefore, for all n E co, v,, , ,.O = 0. Together with 
the surjectivity of cx,,!. the second part of (1) now yields that for all m, II E w, 
if t~z # n then v,,,,, = 0; that is, for all n E Q, W,, is invariant under 1’. We now 
denote \‘,I,# = r” = (~l:.i);, ,tl,, where by definition of v”, we can regard c!’ = 0 
if i< n or j< n. Then (1) says that for all NATO, 
1, 
Yx,, = x,, I,” + ‘, which 
implies that for all n E co and all .i 3 II 
c fJ II+ ,,(k+#= 1 L’,Jk+I,).:: t (c,,,(k+z,))“‘“# r,,,+ I i i > II > 
=(~,,,(k+z,))l~~“‘-‘=(t),l+,,(k+z,))~”” 
= 1 P ,,+ ,,(k + I,)“::’ ‘, 
r2n+ I 
From this, we obtain that 
For all n E w, for all ,j 3 n and i > II + 1, v{; = 1,:; + ‘, 
in particular, for all n E (u and i 3 n + 1, u;;, = 0. (2) 
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Putting these together, we have that for all II, ,j~ (u and i > ,j + 1, 1.:; = 0. 
Since K2,f's K; we know that for all k E K, all II E (11 and ja II. 
(~,,,(k + I,))"ii;"p+'i' = (e,,,(k + [,))c/'~"/i+/"r and thus /jy = l-/j' and /j~~~~'/j = 
jI~“vfi. Hence for all n > 1 and ,j> IZ, 
c “II ,,(k + I,,‘:; ’ = (c,, ,,(k + I,))’ = (lJ,,,(k + I,))” 
ia,, I 
i 1 
/i 
= (P,,,(k + I,))“‘= c r,,,(k +I,)‘:: 
, i? il 
= c lJ,, ,(A +I,)‘::. / -,I 
Comparing coefficients, we infer that for all II E (11 and ,j 2 n + 1, r::, = 0. 
Using (2) this yields that for all n. iE (a and j> i+ I, r:l= 0. For all i6 w 
denoting ,(, = \I:~, we can summarize by saying that for all II E (11, 
(j,,P, if i>t7 
0 otherwise 
Define maps p,: K-K so that I:‘lc/, and ,LL, induces it,. Then for all 
i3 2, 
Yg, ,(k”‘+/, ,)=e,, ,(PfI, ,)“=(c,,(k”l+l,)),“’ 
= (r,,(h + I,))‘,,“‘= (Cl,(k + I,))““;“: 
= ((J2Jk + I,))“,,““‘= (‘>,,(A + I,)):“” 
- (‘)I! ,(A + I, ,I)““= (‘Jo, ,(k”C ’ +I, ,)). 
(Recall (el,(k+Z,)),‘=c,, ,(A+Z, ,), t=O, I. since ;I; = 1, and g,(i)= 
i ~ 1.) Hence, for all k E K and i > I, k”, ’ =A”, mod I,; that is, (k”!),,,,, is a 
Cauchy sequence. 
Since K is complete, we can define a map ~1: K-t K so that for every 
X- E K and all i3 1, k” = k”l mod I,. It is easy to check that ,n is a well- 
defined continuous Q-homomorphism. For II > 2 even and jr S,, , , we 
have 
11 ,  2.& /,,, (k’?,, I +I,,, ,,I,)=(‘),z ,,(k”+/i))P= (f>,,,(k +li))v 
= (‘>,,,(A + l,)p 
z ‘2 ,I I <, ,,,,(k,? I + I,, ,,,I)“’ 
= ‘II ’ 1 s,, ,I,J(b,, IY+I,,, ,,,,I. 
Thus k”y,, , 3 (li;,,, ,)I’ mod Ic’,, ,(/, with i unbounded in (I), and so 
Py,, , = h-y,, , for all even 17 3 2. 
Since this is the case for all li E K, we conclude that for all odd IZ 2 1. 
(;$,,)I’ = (1 J”~,,. Therefore, ,rl acts as the left-multiplication by (I &)” on I-. 
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But L is dense in the Hausdorff space K, and p is continuous on all of K. 
Thus, there is a unique extension of p onto all of K, which then must be 
the endomorphism of K which acts as the left-multiplication by (1 K)i’. 
We now specify our choice of Fc) and F,. If we set Fo= F,, then every 
left-multiplication by some element 1’ E K induces a linear map on V that 
leaves K, invariant, 1 < id 5. If we pick F,, and F, with m E F,, - F, # (25 
then the p above is zero: ~1 is induced by ;’ = 1 I’ E K as we saw earlier. Let 
i E S7,,?. Then 
0 = 0”” = ((I 2,,r,r( 1+ z/)p” = ( e2,,, + ,,,( I + z,)p 
=(e,,,,, ,.,(I +I,)p+=(c2 ,,,,, (;‘+I,));“” 
Since S1,,, is unbounded in (11 and fl,< , I, = (O}, we conclude y -0. 
But for all iE o, I, is the annihilator of (c,,( I + I,), 0), for example, 
whence the finite topology of the algebra of Q-endomorphisms of V that 
leave K, through K, fixed is at least as line as the topology of K. Since 
multiplication by elements of K is continuous for the topological algebra K, 
the topology of K is at least as fine as the finite topology of the algebra of 
Q-endomorphisms of V that leave K, through K, fixed. Thus we have the 
desired algebraic and topological isomorphism of the rings R and 
End(G). 1 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose R is CI complete Hausdo~f~ topological ring +t,ith u 
s~xtetn {J, : i E CO ) of’ nrighhorhoocls of 0 of‘ kfi-idds J, of’ R. Supposr 
firrthrrnwe, that ,fbr at ltwst ,fi’vr intc~gcr primes p, the additive group of’ R/J, 
is p-rducd and u countahl~ Butler group ,fbr all i E o. Then thaw is u rigid 
.Yj:vtml of cardinalit~~ ZNil of’ countdde rank Butler groups G, so thut 
End(G, ) equipped rclith its ,finite topdog?? is ~~Igdwaicull~~ md topologicul!,~ 
isomorphic to R. 
Pronf~ Fix distince primes p,, p2, . . . . pi such that for all 1 < t < 5 and 
all iE tr), the additive group of R/J, is p,-reduced. Denote K=b% the 
completion of QR in the topology given by the system (QJ,: i E (11) of 
neighborhoods of 0, and denote I,=@and W= @,,,,,, @,2,,~~,,,K//i. 
Note that n,CC,,e=O and that K has a countable dense subring. Let A’, 
be the subgroup of Ql,rK generated by (l/p:‘.l.: 1 <t#,j<5. IIEU), 
and let B= OlGrs5 (@,l.,., O,~,,e,,,X,(RIJ,)+). Now 
= QRl’QJ, 2 Q( R/J,), 
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since R/J, is torsion-free. Thus 13 c 0, i ,< 5 W,, where CV, r I&‘. 
Since @,>,, c,,,(R/J,)+ is Butler. so is A’, @J,>,, r,,,(R/J,)’ 2 
X, @ d( @ ,3,, e,,,(R/J,)+), and thus B is Butler. 
Choose a family ,F = {F,: (r E 2”“: of almost disjoint infinite subsets of 
tu; i.e., D, n I;, is finite for all g f z. Let the maps c(. /j. ;” for g E 2’” and 
* be as in the proof of Lemma 1.4. (We define 71” with respect to F,.) For 
each 0 E 2’” define the left K-module homomorphism b,,: W@ W* + 
0, (,~ i W,. IV, 2 W. by letting, for all .Y and 1’ in W, (.Y. ~**)d, = 
( JS, x, J’ - x. >’ ~ xx, ~3 - u(/I;“‘/I + [j)). Let G, = Im d, n B. Then G, is a 
pure subgroup of B. and G, is a countable Butler group. We will show that 
left-multiplication by an element of R induces a topological isomorphism 
~1: R+ End(G,) and that Hom(G,, GJ=O if afs. Since d,, is a left 
K-module homomorphism and RB = B. /i is a well-defined ring injection. 
First, we prove that for 7~ Hom(G,, G,,). ,I’= b0 74,, ’ is a left-multi- 
plication by some k E K. Let S = ( I h ), . a pure subgroup of R ’ . 
and for all ,j, l<i<5, .Y,‘=n[.Y,: I~r#i65)=~[1!~,].1,. Denote 
T, = type(X,‘S). Since G, is pure in B, G, n B(z,) = G,(T,), and thus a fully 
invariant subgroup of G,. If / #,i. then for all II E (11 and 
-YE o,,,, r,,, X,(&J,) + > T, < type(s); and for all 0 # s E 0, , ,I c,,,X,( R/J,) ’ , 
5, & type(s). Thus B(r,)= 0 ,x.,-i,k T @,J.,., @,>,,c,,,X,(R!IJ,)‘. With the 
left K-modules KY for ;’ = 7” defined as in the proof of Lemma 1.4, K; 4, = 
1m4,n0,.,.,z:5 W,, whence QG,(T,) = Q(Im 4, n B(T,)) = Ky#,. 
Consider now ,TG Hom(G,, G,8). Then G,(T,) 7~ G,,(T,). so that for all i. 
QG,(T,),~G QG,,(T,), that is, for all i, Kyqbn.T~ K:‘4,g. Thus for I’= dn 74,, ‘. 
Ky.f’i KY. Now by Lemma 1.4. f‘ is a left-multiplication by some h- E K. 
and li = 0 if IT # p. In case that 0 = ~1. it follows as in Theorem 1.2 that 
h- E R, and that p is an algebraic topological isomorphism of the rings R 
and End(G,). 1 
For later use, we want to remark that the Butler groups G, constructed 
in Theorem 1.5 (and similarly the Butler group G of Theorem 1.2) are pure 
subgroups of B, that is, of a direct sum of groups X,( R/J,) + (or X, R ‘, 
resp.). In particular. in the case that all the (R/J,)+ (or R+. resp.) arc free, 
G is a pure subgroup of a completely decomposable group whose 
summands have one of five different isomorphism types. 
In the following corollary we list some of the familiar consequences of a 
realization theorem of rings as endomorphism rings. In Section 3 we will 
show that we can replace “five” by “four.” 
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positiw integers i, j, G’ z G’ lf untl onl~~ if’ i=j mod k; in pcaticular, 
Kuplun.ck~~‘.s test problems ,fuil for the c~lrrxs of the.se countuhle runk Butler 
grollps. 
(b ) G bus no non-zero indecomposuhle direct .su?munds. 
(c) G is .strongl~~ lqfiun, hut G @ G is non-hopfian, mu1 G has on 
wtomorphim group of’ order 2 und is thus indec,onzposcrhlc. 
(d ) G is hopfiun \c.ith autornorphim group of‘ order 2. hut G is not 
strwigl~~ hopfi:an. 
(e) For i = 0, I, 2 there e.uist intleconlposuhle G, us uhotlr so thut 
G,,@ G, z G,,@G,, but G, z? G?; in purticular, the cunc*ellution propert?~ 
does not hold ,fbr the CINSS of’ these countable rank Butler groups. 
( f) Eccr!, non-zero direct .sumnand qf’ G is N direct sum of H,, non- 
zero .summnds. 
Plonf. First note that the rings R (R/J,, resp.) used to get the results 
mentioned as corollaries of Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 1.5, resp.), all have a 
free additive group. Hence, by the remark following Theorem 1.5, the 
Butler group whose endomorphism ring realizes R is a pure subgroup of a 
completely decomposable group whose summands have one of five different 
isomorphism types: 
(a) Use for the ring R in Theorem 1.2 the ring constructed in [C3]. 
(b) Use for the ring R in Theorem 1.2 the ring constructed in 
Lemma 5.3 of [Cl]. 
(c) Use for the ring R in Theorem 1.2 the ring constructed in 
Lemma 2 of [C3]; confer [DG, Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.21. 
(d) Use for the ring R in Theorem I .2 the ring constructed in 
Corollary 4.2 of [DG]. 
(e) Use for the ring R in Theorem 1.2 the ring constructed in [Cl]. 
(f) Use for the ring R in Theorem 1.5 the ring constructed in the 
proof of Theorem A in [CS]. 1 
2. A CATEGORY EQLWALENW 
In [ Fu, Vol. II] one finds a definition of quasi-homomorphism of groups 
of infinite rank. Since this is not the only use of the term “quasi- 
homomorphism” (cf. CR]), but the one suited to our needs, we would like 
to adopt that definition but change the terminology: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A locul quusi-honlornorphism between two torsion-free 
groups G and H is a homomorphism f’: QG + QH SO that for every finite 
-IhI I?’ I ,Y 
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dimensional subspace II of QG there is an integer II #O so that 
t~.f’(GnD)c H. 
Rrtn~tk. The local quasi-homomorphisms of finite rank torsion-free 
groups are just the quasi-homomorphisms. 
Proof: Let SE Q{;(a) for some type n. Then there is a finite dimensional 
subspace /I of QG and an integer tn # 0 so that twy E G(a) n LI c G n III. Let 
,f’ be a local quasi-homomorphism. Then there is an integer n # 0 so that 
t!f’(ttt.xe) t G’. Now G n lI is pure in G, so the type of tn.\ in G n D is likewise 
at least V. But n/’ maps G(O) n I) into G’(O), so tzf(tt1.\-) = tunf’(.y) E G’(o). 
Thus f’(.y) E QG’(rr). 
Now let II be a finite dimensional subspace of QG. Since then G n D is 
a pure finite rank subgroup of the Butler group G. there are elements 
.Y,. . . . . xc in G n 1) so that G n II = C,. /. ,, (.v,)*. If 0, denotes the type of 
.x,. since f’(QG(a,)) z QG(o,), WC know that for some integer tl, # 0. 
tl,,f’(.y,) t (;(a,). Thus there is an integer t, # 0 so that r,n,,/‘( (.\-,),) G G(o,). 
Denoting ~=n,. /. ,, f,n,, we SW that r.l’(Gn n)&G. 
DEt:INrrrox. Let Z‘ be a posct with a lcast element 0. A 2‘-space C’ (over 
some field K) is a family of K-vector spaces I,‘,, CJ E Z, such that I’, c 1 ‘i 
whenever T < (T. (Notice that all I’, are contained in C’,,.) A morphism of 
V is a linear map (p: L,, + V,, such that V,cp z I’, for all ci E C. If Z is a 
subposet of 1.“ and C’a X-space and 1” a Z’-space, then we say that k’g C” 
if I’, z 1~‘; for all 0 E Z. 
The following theorem generalizes a result of Butler [B2], which may be 
called its *‘finite case.” 
Let V,, be the category whose objects are those countable Butler groups 
G with typeset (G)& I7 and whose morphisms arc the local quasi- 
homomorphisms. For Z = U,,,., 2-, let Y L be the category whose objects are 
those Z-spaces over Q that are a union of an ascending chain of .X,-spaces. 
Then the categories V,, and ‘/I arc isomorphic. 
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PtwoJ Define a functor DL : Qn + Y i as follows: For an object G in V,, 
Ict D,(G) = (QG, . . . . QG(g), ...)nE). and map the morphisms via the idcn- 
tity. We may select a chain [G, 1 i < (1)) such that G, is pure of finite rank, 
lJ,,(,,G,=G, and typeset (G,)g77 ,,,. (W.1.o.g. n,=i.) We can write n,(G) 
as the union of the X,-spaces (QG,. . . . . QG,(rr), ...)ric-, (where at coor- 
dinates u E Z’ C, we write 0). By the proposition above, this functor is well- 
defined and injective on objects. 
Left to show is that D, is surjective on objects. To this end we construct 
a functor 9: Y i- -+ ‘/ 
v== (V. . . . . v,, . ..)..~ 
such that D,(Y( V)) = V for any VE Yi. Let 
bz given as UIFl, v’, where I/‘= (v’. . . . . V’ 1 L; 0)“’ frt 
The construction of G = Y( C’) is done inductively. Suppose for some 
i>O, H= AC,- , has been constructed as a sum CUiiL, , X, of completely 
decomposable full rank subgroups X, of Ci ’ of type (T (we can assume 
that 1’” = 0 and Lo = 0. and so we can let G,, = 0). For convenience, we 
denote the minimal type in 17, by 71: then ~1 E2‘, and C” = Vi,. 
Since H is a full rank subgroup of the divisible group V’ ’ = QH, which 
in turn is a summand of I”. there is a decomposition V’,;H = T;.‘H@ F!H 
into a torsion group T,H and a torsion-free group QH, and similarly 
( C~h + H).‘H = TJH @ F,+‘,.lH. WC can select elements .\-A, .._, I: linear inde- 
pendent modulo H in F, so that Fc = (.vA, . . . . .x:‘)~~ + H. But then there 
are integers I?,!, # 0 so that II:. .Y; + HE f/H. and can select /I: E H so that 
,/‘L = tr; I:, +71:~ F. Denoting the rational group of type (T by I?,. WC 
define G,= H+Z:,,,,L, ,L,,c f”,R,. 
By induction hypothesis and construction. G, is a finite rank Butler 
group, and by construction. G, , is pure in G, (since H = G, , is pure in 
7.): also QG, = C’i( = C”. Completing this process by induction, G == U,, (,, G, 
is a countable Butler group. As in [B2] it follows that for each in (~1, the 
typeset of G, is contained in 77, and therefore G is an object in Y,,. 
Likewise, as in [B2] we see that D,(G) = V (since V= U,.<,, V’). 
Also, by construction, Y(V) is determined by 1,’ up to local quasi- 
isomorphisms: Suppose, by making different choices in the construction of 
%( I’), we obtain two groups G and G’. Then QG= V= QG’ and 
QG, = C” = QG:. showing that G and G’ arc, in fact, locally quasi-equal. 1 
R~nzurk. Not all countable sublattices on the lattice of all types satisfy 
the hypothesis of 2.3. Let 7. be the set of all maps whose domain is 
;o. I. . ..) II i for some natural II and whose range is contained in (0,)l ). 
Define a partial order on 7. by setting ,f’<g if dom ,f’? dom g and 
<y = /’ r dom ,q). This turns 7 into a countable lattice that can be embedded 
in the lattice of all types but doesn’t satisfy the hypothesis of 2.3. 
The following are some applications of the theorem. Corollary 2.4(a) and 
(‘orollary 2.5 are a generalization of Corollary 4.6 in [A2]. 
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Then any countable Butler group G whose typeset is contained in n is 
locally quasi-isomorphic to a direct sum of rank 2 Butler groups and 
rank I groups. 
In case (a), if R, denotes the rational group of type 5,. then the rank 2 
groups in this decomposition are. up to quasi-isomorphism, of the form 
R, s + R2 J’ + R,(s + J>). regarded as a subgroup of Q.u 0 QJ,. 
Proof (a) In the preceding theorem, let L7, = I7 and Z, = z‘= 
(f,,, 51. 72. t,), and let G be as in the hypothesis. Then D,(G) = I’= 
( C’,, . v, . If’q. I’,), where V, = QG(z,). With the help of our theorem. the 
proof nowis reduced to some simple linear algebra. 
In the following discussion, we will neglect any completely decomposable 
summands of VB. since those give rise, up to local quasi-isomorphism. to 
rank I summands of G. 
c‘luim 1. We can assume that C’, + I’, + C’, = I,,. Otherwise. for 
W= l’o’( C~, + I’? + If,), we have I’= ( V, + I’, + I’,, I’, . I’?, I’l)@ 
( W, 0, 0.0). where the second summand is completely decomposable. 
(‘Iuim 2. We can assume that I’, n I’, n C’, = 0. Otherwise, for IV= 
I’, n V2 n V,. we have I’= ( V,,,!II’. V,,: W, k’?; W. V$ W) @ ( W. W. W. W). 
Cluirrr 3. We can assume that I’, + V, = I,‘,,. Otherwise. we have 
V=(V,+V,, L’,, C’z, ( V, + Vz) n II',) @ ( C',,,i( V, + V, 1, 0. 0, V3/( C', n 
(V, + V,))). 
C’lrrim 4. We can assume that C~, n L~2 = C;, n I', = V2 n C., =O. 
Otherwise, for W= V, n P’,, we have V= ( C,,/W. I’,.: W, I’,/ W, V,)@ 
( W, W. W, 0); and the other two cases can be treated similarly. 
We now have to work with the case that V,, = V, @ I’? and I’, n I’, = 
I’? n V, = 0. Choose a basis (I’,: i E dim( I’,)) of I’,; then there are (1, E P’, 
and ,/; E V, so that c,=e,+,f;. By way of contradiction, we see that 
j P, : i E dim( V, ) 1 and i,f; : i E dim( I’, ) ) are linearly independent, and can 
therefore be complemented to bases i P, : i E dim( V, ) ) and i ,f; : i E dim( V2 ) I 
of V, and I’,. respectively. 
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But now it is apparent that 
Using the theorem, we obtain that G has the properties claimed; the 
assertion about the special form of the rank two local-quasi-summands of 
G follows from the fact, that those are up to quasi-isomorphism the only 
strongly indecomposable groups with typeset contained in 17 (see [A2]). 
(b) The proof proceeds similarly to (a ); in Claim 2, we need to show 
that V, n V, n V, = 0. and we need to select a basis of V, that contains a 
basis of V,. 1 
Proof1 In the preceding theorem, let Ll, = II and Z, = 5= 
(h> 51, 52, 54, Ts) and let G be as in the hypothesis. Then D,(G)= V= 
(V,,, I/,, V2, V,, Vs) where V, = QG(r,) and V4 + V, c I’, n Vz, 
I’, + Vz c V,,. With the same methods as in the proof of Corollary 2.4(a), 
we can show that V is a completely decomposable L-space, and then an 
application of the theorem finishes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let I7 he the lattice generured h.~ { T(,, T, , T?, TV, ~~ ). 
u .wt of’ ,fiw distincl tl’pes, lvherc T(, = 5, A T, .fitr i #,j. Then fherc at”<> 
infi’nite!,~ tttntt~~ counruhle Butler groups G ,c,hose typeser is contained in II 
Ithiclt me flof pair~~Y.sr locully qurrsi-i.rotnorpkic und Icshich ure nof 1ocallJ~ 
Yuu.si-i,FOtllorphic fo u decon2pesuhle group. 
Proof: The poset Z of max-irreducible elements of I7 does not have 
finite representation type (see, e.g., [A2, B2]). Hence, an application of the 
theorem yields the desired class of groups. (The Z-spaces listed in [A21 
can easily be modified to have dimension N,,.) m 
The next corollary leads into the next chapter, where we show-based 
on work of Giibel and May--that “four subspaces suffice.” This is a major 
difference between the finite and infinite dimensional case. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let IT he u lattice generated bj, ,four incotnpuruhlc~ 
t!pc.r. Then, for urz?, countuhle reduced torsion-free Q [xl-ulgehru A, there i.v 
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Proof. Denote R = Q[.\-] and Ict A be as in the hypothesis. Then there 
is a rigid family (M,: it 2’“) of R-modules with endomorphism algebra il 
(SW [K]. and essentially [Cl]). For ,ilf= ,V,, let I’(,= .V@ $I, 
I’,=M@O, C’,=()@l~, I.A=.$4”““‘. l’,=,Z/I”r’l’i. (Here. ,u”““‘= 
; (n1. I?1 ): 111 E M ) and 51 ” <+’ ” = ( (PI, rfr.\-): 111 E M ; ) Then 1’ z 
( P’,,, V, . I~:, I ‘i. C;) is a ITI-space. We can represent any cndomorphism q 
of I’ by a matrix [ :;:: :::;I of endomorphism (p, of ,!4. Since all the Q-vector 
spaces I:, have to be invariant under CP. q, = qJ, qz = ~17~ = 0. and q, 
commutes with .I-. Hence End( I’) is isomorphic to the centralizer of .\- in 
End:,(M), which in turn is isomorphic to End,(( :w), and hence to ‘4. As in 
the theorem, we obtain a family (C,: iE 7”“) of countable Butler groups 
with typeset contained in II and with local quasi-endomorphism algebra .4. 
For i # j. Ict q: C;, --f G’, be ;L local quasi-homomorphism. Then (p deter- 
mines a homomorphism on the corresponding II-spaces (via the identity ). 
the latter of which we may write (:24,@ ,V,, M,@0. 0@:2/1,, ,I,{)“’ I’. 
,M1 I !I> x, ). and similarly for j, where :Zd, and :2{, belong to the rigid system 
of R-modules. But this implies that (p = 0. Since every homomorphism is in 
particular a local quasi-homomorphism. the corollary follows. 1 
Rlvunh. Let .4 be a Q [.y]-algebra as in 7.7 such that .4 ’ is free 01 
finite rank. A closer look at the functor 5 in 3.3 shows that we may obtain 
Butler groups C;, where .4 = Q End(G‘,) is the algebra of local quasi- 
endomorphisms. We don’t elaborate on this since WC will get stronger 
results in Section 3. 
Our first goal in this section is to “reduce” K,-spaces, K a field. to K, 
spaces. Since every K-algebra is the endomorphism algebra of a K,-space. 
cf. [GF], this will suffice for our and probably almost all purposes. As 
in [GM] we start out considering rank 1 modules over K[.Y]. All these 
modules are embedded in K(.Y), the field of rational functions over K. 
Let K be a field and P an infinite set of manic. irreducible polynomials 
over K. For any Qcl P, let L, = Q ‘K[.\-1, which is the K[.v]-module 
generated by ( 1 /p: p E Q ). 
Horn A, \ ,(L(l. L, )= 
K[.Y] if Q=Q’ 
() 
if’ Q Q’ is infitzitc 
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Ptwof~ Let cp E Hom.r,,(Ly, L,,). Then cp( 1 ) =,/ig. where ,f’ and g are 
in KC.\-] and for any JI E P. if pi g, then JT E Q’. Suppose Q’,Q’ is infinite: 
then if ,f’# 0, we can select JI E Q‘,,Q’ so that p i,f: But then p(p( 1;~) = y( I ). 
which is not divisible by p in K,,. and thus (p( 1;;~) $ L, . in contradiction 
to the definition of cp. Hence ,f’= 0, and thus y = 0. 
Now suppose that Q = Q’. Then +CI( 1 ) =,f:ig for some ,fjg E L,. But then 
(p( 11: kg) = .f”/g’. and since denominators are square-free, we can assume 
that g = I. Hence, cp acts as a right-multiplication by f’~ K[.v]. 1 
Let P = u,,,., P, be a partition of P with all P, infinite and 
L,= P, ‘K[.Y], and denote the l-element of L, by I,. Note that by 
Lemma 3.1. Horn ,,, ,,(L,, L,) = ii,,K[.\-1, where ii,, is the Kroneckcr (i-sym- 
bol. For S G N = (u‘.,. (0, 1 ). denote .S + = S u ( I ) and T, = ( e ,’ 5 L,, 
(/ ‘(li+l,): C/EP()~.iES)*[,l. 
LEMMA 3.2. For (ill S, S’ G ,Y. 
HomKr, ,( T,. T,.) = 
if’ Sn S’ = @I 
K[ \-] if’ S&S’ J’ 
Proof: Note that T,s c T, i= T, for all S’s S’ G N. Let S, S’ i-l ,Y and 
YEHo~.~,,(T,. T,.). 
C’rr.~ 1. S n S’ = 0. Let ,j E S. Then I ,J[J t L, for all JI E P,. Since P, is 
infinite and ,j$ S’ we obtain as in Lemma 3.1 that p( L,) = 0 for ;a11 Jo S. 
Thus for all ~1 E P,,. cp(q ‘(I, + I,)) = (1 ‘g~( 1, ) E L,. Since P,, is infinite and 
P,, n f’, = @, we conclude that (p( I , ) = 0. Thus C,Y = 0. 
C’rr.w 2. SE S’. For cp E Horn nr,,(T,.T,s) we have (I)=((P,),~,\ with 
(pi: L, + L,, which acts as a multiplication by some .t; E K[.\-1. This implies 
(/d/7 ‘(l,-tl,))=/1 ‘(l,./‘,+l,f;)=/, ‘(Lf;+l,f’,)+p ‘I,(./;-/,). 
which in turn implies that JI ‘I ,(.j;- f\) is an element of T,, , and hence 
of L,, for all 1’~ P,,. Therefore, pi (,I;- /‘,) for all PE PO; but P,, is infinite 
and hence ,f;=,f’,. Now we can conclude that cp acts as a right-multiplica- 
tion by ,/, E KC.\-]. m 
Let u’,, + 1 denote the degree of p E P. For any SG ,Y. let c’,s = 
( 0 , c s ( G-3 ,I‘~ I’, ( 0 0 b i, _ d, (s.p)‘K)h r/ ‘(l,+I,)s’: yeI’,,. h<d,,. 
icLS),. Here cB,,.,~.(O,,~, i (,,, (.v/‘;/~) K) is a K-subspace of L,. Then 
it is easy to see that 
0,‘ s (o,k ,:; 
C;,s-@,,., (O,,.,,,(Oo.,,-,,,,(.~l‘il,).K))O 
@(,, i. <,,, (1 ‘( I , + l,).\-” K) is a K-vector space. Moreover, 
~‘,+~~,s.\-=C’,O(~,.,\. l,~K+~,,,(l,+I,)K)=C:,s~~,., l;K. 
Define Xs = If,< @ ( CT, @ 0, F ,\. 1, K), where C:,* is an isomorphic copy 
c,f l:\. *an isomorphism. # = * ‘,and I: Ys+O@C;,~@@,,.s8 l,.Kil.\‘, 
i\ the natural embedding. Note that X, is a K-vector space. 
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We define subspace X: = C:,*, X,: = I/‘, @ @,, ,\ 1,. K, Xi = L:,TLyii. and 
X” = Cl.;@ ‘, where .Y: lJs --$ C:,s .s + o’,.u is the right-multiplication by .Y. 
Let II: ,Y5 -+ Xs be a K-linear map so that X:(l) G Xl for h- = 1. 2. 3, 4 
and S, S’ G IV. Since X:(1 c Xi. for k = I, 2. we have, for some cp: L’, + o’,> 
and 4: CT,@ @,F,5. I,. KG l:,\, @@,+,> + 1;~. that fj= #cp*@tj. For 
11 E Ci,. we now have that II* + II E X:. and (u* + u)” = II”‘* + 14”’ E X:.. Thus 
21’~ = 74’” for all 21 E I:‘, , and so we have $ r /&= cp. Furthermore, 
II* + II’ E ,I’: and 1.1’~’ + (u’)* E X: . whence II”~ = 11”” and so XI/I r (/, = q-v-. 
This gives rise to a commutative diagram 
which can be extended to 
Noting that C,!,,., li,\.\-” = T,5, this shows that there is a K[.u]- 
homomorphism p: T,s -+ T.y with p r C:,5 + U,s = II/. Using Lemma 3.2, we 
know that ~1 acts as a right-multiplication by some f’~ K[s] if S c S’ or 
Sn S’ = 0, where in the latter case f’= 0. Thus cp = 0 = (+!I if S n S’ = 0. If 
5’1 S’, then U,Y,j’= CJsq c U,, , showing that ,/‘E K, a constant. This 
concludes the proof of 
LEMMA 3.3. 
(cpEHom,(X,s,X,~‘):Xl.cp~X~..,~=1,2,3,4)= 
: 
K 
0 
Rernurk. The space Y = (X,s, X;; 1 < i < 4) is not in the category CAT 
defined in [HRM. p. 301 since, for instance. the sum of Xl. and .X; is 1707 
x,. 
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This enables us to show 
=i 
Horn,-( V, V’) @ 1 (f’ SGS’ 
0 if’ I SnS’=@ 
Proof: Let [h, : i E Ii be a basis of V and i c,: j E J) be a basis of V’. 
Then VOX,s= Oii, (h,)OX., and VOX:.= @,+, (h,)@Xi., and 
.Ys2(h,)@JYs. This shows that (~=(q,,)~~,,,~,, with (p,,: (/I,)@X,~-~ 
(c,) @ X,, and ((h,) @Xi,)cp, s (c,) 02’;. , k = 1, 2, 3.4. In case that 
Sn S’= fa. q,, = 0 for all ie I and ,~EJ by Lemma 3.3. If SG S’, then 
by Lemma3.3, q,,=k,,@l. This shows that q~=(k,,),~,,,,,@l~ 
Hom,( V, V’)@ 1. 1 
Let S be an infinite subset of N and 
o,s= 0 0 @ (/~‘(l,+l,)s“.K 
, t .s ! ! i, ‘ 1; 0 < A- c \(/ !> 
00 0 
I t s i: i 
@ I-’ ‘.Y”K 
,’ F- I’, ( ) s h 22 ‘I,, 1) 
Then U,5 = o,@ U, . where C:, = @ ,, E PI ( @ (, G k G C,P p ‘.Y’ K) is a K-sub- 
space of L, . Moreover, if S, (ig I) is a disjoint family of subsets of N, then 
( c;,, : iE I) is an independent family of K-subspaces of U,,.; vve denote 
g, = 6’; Now let V= (V,,, V,, . . . . V5) and I/‘= (VX, V;, __., V;) be 
K-vector spaces with 5 distinguished subspaces. Also, let S,, . . . . S, be a 
family of six disjoint infinite subsets of N and X, = ,Ysf as above Let V= 
&s1z5 V,@X,C V@X, and v’=&GCcs V,‘@X,G V’@X,,, and for 
I </i<4. VA =c()<,<s V, @ I’: E V@ Xi, and similarly V;. Note that 
Y= @ (v,o(o,oo,*,)~(v~c’,)~(v~u~) 
OCiG5 
0 0 
! c 
V,O 0 l;K O(VCf+l,K), 
oc,<s ,A c s, 11 
and similarly for v’. Recall that X,’ = U,* = o,* @ Us, Xf = C:, @ 
@,,,s- l,.K=D,@C’,@@,G,Y,- l,.K, and X,‘=U:“‘=~~of@U&@‘. 
Furthermore. 
X,~=U:“‘=~:~‘~C’~~,o~(U~~c:~~l,K) 
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A careful inspection shows that VA n ( C’,@X,) = C’,@ A’:, and similarly for 
I ‘j, n ( v; @ .Y, ). 
Let Xi = X ,,,, j ,\ Then r’;’ c ( 1’1,z2C, ‘GJxY,)+(C”@X,) and (LI’j’@,Y,)n 
(l” @ A’,) = V,’ ‘0 X). Moreover (I’,’ @ .Y, + c” 0 A’,).:( I’,’ 0 .V,) z 
( 1.’ @ X,): If’,’ @ A’,) 2 ( V’,: k’,‘) @ X,. which shows the existence of a natural 
map 7r,: r’;’ --f ( C” I,‘,‘) @ X, with kcr(n,) c I’,‘@ A’, Note that r’;i, 71, c
( 1.‘. I’,‘( @ ,%~f for I <It < 4, as an inspection of V’; modulo I’,‘@ X,. shows. 
Now consider a K-linear map q: i;+ I” with (p( P, ) G ri for 1 < /, ,< 4. 
Let q,=(p r l’,@X,. Then ~~~71,: [. @,I’, +(l”‘l’j’)@,Y, and 
Since S, n d, ~ / S, = @. by Proposition 3.4. C~~JT( = 0; that is. ( C’,@ X,)q, L 
ker(n,)c I)‘,‘@ A’, Therefore. we also have ( C’,@ A’: )q,= ( r, ,T ( I,‘,@ X,))C,Y~ 
E F;n(l’,‘@,Y,)G l’,‘@Xl; for l<k<4. 
Again, using Proposition 3.4. WC can now infer the existence of a K-linear 
map I/I,: I’,+ I’,’ so that cp, = $, @ I, where 1 is the identity map from .I’! 
into A’, Losing that I’,@ I , Kc_ I’,@ A’: for all 0 < i < 5. we set that 
r”’ @ 1 = (I‘ @ 1 )” = c’” @ I for I’ E I ‘( r, I’,. Since I ‘,) = I ‘. WC have 
I//,=$(, r I’,. and thus 1’y%z I’,’ for 0 < i< 5. This implies I/J,, t 
Horn,-( I’, I”). where Hom,,( I’. I”) denotes the set of K-homomorphisms 
from 1’ into I” that map 1’, into C’,’ for 1 <i< 5. 
Similarly, WC denote by Hom,,( r> I;‘) the set of K-homomorphisms 
from I? into r’;’ that map 1, into c”; for 1 < li < 4. Then WC have proved 
the following theorem: 
WC are now ready to apply 1.5 to Butler groups and to substitute “fi\,c” 
by “four” in the results of Section 1. To this end, let K be a ring such that 
its additive group R * is free of finite rank. and let 11,. I)?. I’~, /I~ be four 
distinct primes. For I ,< i,< 4, let 5, bc the type with K at 11, and 0 
cverywherc else. and Ict H, be the rational group of type r,. There is :I 
5space of finite dimension ( 1., . .__. 1 ‘i) such that 1’, is :I free left Q/i- 
module. 
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We may choose a Butler group B of countable rank as in Theorem 2.3 
such that B = 2, <, ( 1 Y, and Y,, which is isomorphic to a direct sum 01 . . 
copies of H,@ R. is a subgroup of P, of type T,. This implies that 
R G End B and Q R = End( I,‘,,, . . . . I’,) is the ring of local quasi- 
endomorphisms of B, again as in Theorem 2.2. Since Y, = B(T,), I., is fully 
invariant in B and n, /, - J H, = 77. Hence End B= R. showing the folowing 
DEUNITION 3.8. Let B be a countable rank Butler group and P a set of 
primes. We say that B has a P-R-I~WY rkitz of subgroups B,, E 13, ‘E .. G 
B,, c B,, + , i if 
(0) B,, is a pure finite rank subgroup of B and B = U,,, I,, B,,; 
(1 ) if II ECU, p is a prime. and CQ E End(B) with B,,cp c pB. then p 
divides cp + ann,,,,,.,( B,,) in End( B).‘ann,,,,,.,( B,,); 
(2) if tlec~, I)E P. and (p E Enf(B) with B,,cp c p”B then B,,y, =O. 
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Proofs (a) * (b) follows from Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 3.5. 
(b) + (a). Let I B,, 1, ,, c , > be a P-E-pure chain of B. Then 
End(B)jann,,,,,,,(B,,) is embedded in Hom(B,,, B) = IJ,,, >,I Hom(B,,, B,,,). 
Now each Hom( B,,, B,,,) is a finite rank Butler group ([Bl], cf. [Al]). and 
since B,,, is pure in B,,, , , . Hom( B,,. B,,,) is pure in Hom( B,,, B,,, + , ). Thus 
Hom(B,,, B) is a Butler group. 
Let p be a prime and cp E Hom( B,,, B) with p(p E End( B)/ann,,,,,.,( B,,). 
Then there is I’ E End(B) so that pq = r 1 B,,, and thus B,,r = B,, pp c pB. 
By (1) there exists s E End(B) with ps r B,, = I’ r B,, = pep r B,,. Therefore 
.s r B,, = (p r B,, . and so End( B),/ann,,,,,,{,( B,,) is pure in Hom( B,,. B) and 
thus a countable Butler group. 
For some algebraic and topological isomorphism $: End(B) ---t R let 
I,, = b4anntlldcHI (B,,)). We have to show that R/l,, s End( B)/annFnd,U,( B,,) 
is p-reduced for p E P. If not. there exist I)E P and I’E End( B) with 
B,,rc p”‘B. But by (2), this implies that I’E ann,,,,,.,(B,,). 1 
Now for the discrete case. i.e.. I,, = 0 for all IZ. 
Note that for all the Butler groups B mentioned above, we have that 
QR = Q End(B) = ring of local quasi-endomorphisms of B: From the con- 
struction of B. it is obvious that QR = Q End(B). Now let (p: QB --f QB be 
a local quasi-endomorphism. For h E B there is an integer n > 0 such that 
(h)*nqEB. This implies that z(hp)>s(h), and thus (QB(T))~EQB(T) 
for all types T. Therefore cp is induced by a linear transformation of the 
Q4-space, and hence v, E CDR. 
Since all Butler groups B in 3.6 and 3.7 have the property that Q End(B) 
is the algebra of local quasi-endomorphism. we would like to give an cxam- 
ple of a countable rank Butler group B such that Q End(B) is properly 
contained in the ring of local quasi-endomorphisms of B: Let B= 
@ ,I i I,, r,,Z be a free group of countable rank. Fix a prime p and define (p: 
QB ---t QB by ‘,,cp = p “P,,. Obviously cp is a local quasi-endomorphism, 
but there is no integer n > 0 with ncp t End(B). 
In the above example, Q End(B) is the full (11 xc/j-matrix ring of rob 
finite matrices over 0. On the other hand, consider a group 
B = 0 // , , (‘,, 4,. where R,, is a rational group that is p-reduced for every 
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prime y and where the types of the R,, are pairwise incomparable. Then cp 
as defined above is a local quasi-endomorphism and still 47 $ Q End(B). 
where End(B) = Z. 
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